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Virtual Network Embedding: A Survey
Andreas Fischer, Juan Felipe Botero, Michael Till Beck, Hermann de Meer, Xavier Hesselbach

Abstract—Network virtualization is recognized as an enabling
technology for the future Internet. It aims to overcome the
resistance of the current Internet to architectural change. Application of this technology relies on algorithms that can instantiate
virtualized networks on a substrate infrastructure, optimizing
the layout for service-relevant metrics. This class of algorithms
is commonly known as “Virtual Network Embedding (VNE)”
algorithms. This paper presents a survey of current research
in the VNE area. Based upon a novel classification scheme for
VNE algorithms a taxonomy of current approaches to the VNE
problem is provided and opportunities for further research are
discussed.
Index Terms—Virtual networks, network virtualization, virtual
network embedding, embedding algorithms, network mapping

I. I NTRODUCTION
Network virtualization [1], [2], [3], [4] is one of the most
promising technologies for the future Internet. Introduced
as a means to evaluate new protocols and services [5], it
has already been actively used in research testbeds like GLab [6] or 4WARD [7], applied in distributed cloud computing
environments [8] and is, by now, seen as a tool to overcome the
resistance of the current Internet to fundamental changes. As
such, network virtualization can be thought of as an inherent
component of the future Internet architecture [9]. Indeed,
even today network virtualization approaches are applied in
the telecommunication market. An example for this is OpenFlow [10], which experiences strong support by the industry
within the Open Networking Foundation [11].
In network virtualization, the primary entity is the Virtual
Network (VN). A VN is a combination of active and passive
network elements (network nodes and network links) on top
of a Substrate Network (SN). Virtual nodes are interconnected
through virtual links, forming a virtual topology. By virtualizing both node and link resources of a SN, multiple virtual
network topologies with widely varying characteristics can be
created and co-hosted on the same physical hardware. Moreover, the abstraction introduced by the resource virtualization
mechanisms allows network operators to manage and modify
networks in a highly flexible and dynamic way.
Future Internet architectures will be based on the Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) [12] business model that decouples
the role of current Internet Service Providers (ISPs) into two
new roles: The Infrastructure Provider (InP) who deploys and
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Fig. 1.

Future Internet business model

maintains the network equipment and the Service Provider
(SP), in charge of deploying network protocols and offer endto-end services. The introduction of network virtualization
separates the management and business roles of the SP [13]
by identifying three main players (see Fig. 1): The Virtual
Network Provider (VNP) which assembles virtual resources
from one or more InPs, the Virtual Network Operator (VNO)
which installs, manages and operates the VN according to the
needs of the SP, and the SP which is free of management and
concentrates on business by using the VNs to offer customized
services.
The problem of embedding virtual networks in a substrate
network is the main resource allocation challenge in network
virtualization [14] and is usually referred to as the Virtual
Network Embedding (VNE) problem. Through dynamic mapping of virtual resources onto physical hardware, the benefit
gained from existing hardware can be maximized. Optimal
dynamic resource allocation, leading to the self-configuration
and organization of future networks, will be necessary to
provide customized end-to-end guaranteed services to end
users. This optimality can be computed with regard to different
objectives, ranging from QoS, economical profit, or survivability over energy-efficiency to security of the networks. Fig. 2
illustrates how network virtualization makes use of embedding
algorithms in order to allocate virtual resources on a physical
infrastructure in an optimal way. The VNO uses embedding
algorithms to decide which virtual resources to request from
the VNP, who, in turn, instantiates them by using the InPs
substrate resources.
Virtual Network Embedding deals with the allocation of
virtual resources both in nodes and links. Therefore, it can be
divided in two sub-problems: Virtual Node Mapping (VNoM)
where virtual nodes have to be allocated in physical nodes and
Virtual Link Mapping (VLiM) where virtual links connecting
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Two virtual networks mapped onto one substrate network

Resource allocation in future Internet

these virtual nodes have to be mapped to paths connecting the
corresponding nodes in the substrate network.
A recent survey by Belbekkouche et al. [15] provides a
description of the main approaches proposed for resource
discovery and allocation (including VNE) in network virtualization. The survey presented here goes beyond just describing
the main VNE approaches: A novel VNE classification scheme
is presented. The VNE problem is considered in all its variants
and current proposals coming from the research community
are classified. In particular: a formal and generic mathematical
formulation of the VNE problem, the different parameters
that can be considered in the embedding for substrate as
well as for virtual networks, the main embedding objectives
which relate to VNE, the possible alternatives to decompose
the VNE problem and to solve the coordination between
VNoM and VLiM, the set of possible optimization strategies
to solve VNE, the different metrics used to evaluate the
performance of the solutions, a number of VNE simulators,
a detailed classification of the existing approaches based on
the employed strategy, and the emerging research directions
currently considered by the research community are presented.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section II formulates the VNE problem and presents its different
categories. Different variants, strategies, parameters and metrics used by VNE algorithms as well as the main software
tools are presented in Section III. A classification of the
existing VNE approaches is presented in Section IV. Section V
highlights emerging research directions in the VNE field.
Finally, Section VI, concludes this survey.
II. V IRTUAL N ETWORK E MBEDDING
Several papers have provided specific formulations for
VNE. In this survey, a general VNE formulation and a novel
categorization is introduced, that allows to easily identify each
variant of the problem.
A. Problem formulation
The application of virtualization mechanisms to network
resources leads to the question how the virtualized resources

should be realized by the substrate resources. It is important
to note that substrate resources can be virtual themselves. This
is commonly referred to as nested virtualization. In that case,
only the lowest layer has to consist of physical resources.
The hardware abstraction provided by the virtualization
solution provides a common denominator, allowing any substrate resource to host virtual resources of the same type.
Typically, a substrate resource is partitioned to host several
virtual resources. For example, a virtual node can, in principle, be hosted by any available substrate node. Moreover, a
single substrate node can host several virtual nodes. Thus, the
mapping of virtual nodes to substrate nodes describes a n : 1
relationship (a strict partition of substrate resources).
In some cases, substrate resources can also be combined to
create new virtual resources. This is the case for a virtual link
which spans several links (i.e. a path) in the substrate network.
In this case, a virtual link between two virtual nodes v and w
is mapped to a path in the substrate network that connects the
substrate hosts of v and w. Each substrate link may then be
part of several virtual links. As such, the mapping of virtual
links to substrate paths describes a n : m relationship (both,
a partition and a combination of substrate resources).
Fig. 3 depicts a scenario, where two virtual networks with
three nodes each are hosted on one substrate network with
four nodes. It can be seen that substrate nodes can host several
virtual nodes (up to two in this example). Likewise, substrate
links can host more than one virtual link. Moreover, one of
the virtual links spans two substrate links, thus representing a
virtual resource combined from several substrate resources.
Typically, there are some restrictions to be considered
during the mapping. Most obviously, the candidate substrate
resources for a mapping have to be able to support the performance requirements of the virtual resources. For example,
a 1000 MBit/s virtual link can not be mapped to a path
containing a 100 MBit/s substrate link. Likewise, the CPU
power requested by a virtual node has to be less than (or
equal to) the CPU power actually provided by a substrate
node. If redundancy is required, even more substrate resources
may have to be reserved. Nevertheless, substrate resources
should be spent economically. Therefore, the mapping has to
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TABLE I
T ERMINOLOGY USED THROUGHOUT THIS PAPER
Term
SN = (N, L)
V N Ri = (N i , Li )
m
Q
Rj
Ṙ =
j=1

cap : N ∪ L → Ṙ
demi : N i ∪ Li → Ṙ
fi : N i → N
gi : Li → SN ′ ⊆ SN

Description
SN is a substrate network, consisting of nodes N and links L
V N Ri denotes the ith Virtual Network Request, consisting of nodes N i and links Li
Ṙ contains resource vectors for all resources R1 , ..., Rm
The function cap assigns a capacity to an element of the substrate network (either node or link)
The function demi assigns a demand to an element of V N Ri (either a node or a link)
fi is the function that maps a virtual node of V N Ri to a substrate node (VNoM)
gi is the function that maps a virtual link of V N Ri to a path in the substrate network (VLiM)

be optimized. This problem of mapping virtual resources to
substrate resources in an optimal way is commonly known
as the Virtual Network Embedding problem. This is typically
modeled by annotating a Virtual Network Request (VNR) with
node and link demands. Likewise, the substrate network (SN)
is annotated with node and link resources (also depicted in
Fig. 3). Demands and resources then have to be matched in
order to complete the embedding. This means that virtual
resources are first mapped to candidate substrate resources.
Only if all virtual resources can be mapped, the entire network
is then embedded and substrate resources are actually spent.
If VNRs arrive one at a time, reconfiguration might be
necessary, reverting the previous embedding and calculating
a new mapping.
Formally, the VNE problem can be described as follows
(see Table I): Let SN = (N, L) be a substrate network
where N represents the set of substrate nodes and L the
set of substrate links and let V N Ri = (N i , Li ) be a set
of i = 1, ..., n Virtual Network Requests where N i and Li
represent the set of virtual nodes and virtual links of the
m
Q
Rj be a vector
VNR i respectively. Furthermore, let Ṙ =
j=1

space of resource vectors over resource sets R1 , ..., Rm and
let cap : N ∪ L → Ṙ be a function that assigns available
resources to elements of the substrate network. Finally, for
each V N Ri , let demi : N i ∪ Li → Ṙ be a function that
assigns demands to elements of all Virtual Network Requests.
Then, a Virtual Network Embedding consists of two functions
fi : N i → N and gi : Li → SN ′ ⊆ SN for each
V N Ri such that ∀ni ∈ N i : demi (ni ) ≤ cap(fi (ni )) and
∀li ∈ Li : ∀l ∈ gi (li ) : demi (li ) ≤ cap(l). fi is then
called a node mapping function (VNoM) and gi is called a link
mapping function (VLiM). Together, they form an embedding
for V N Ri . It is not required that these functions are calculated
by a single entity – calculation can be split among multiple
entities.
Solving the VNE problem is N P-hard, as it is related
to the multi-way separator problem [16]. Even with a given
virtual node mapping, the problem of optimally allocating a
set of virtual links to single substrate paths reduces to the
unsplittable flow problem [17], [18], and thus also is N Phard. Therefore, truly optimal solutions can only be gained
for small problem instances. Thus, currently the main focus
of work within the research community is on heuristic or metaheuristic approaches.

B. A Virtual Network Embedding taxonomy
The generic problem described in the previous paragraph
is characterized by three constraints. Depending on the scenario, modification and relocation of virtual resources may
be necessary. As such, VNE approaches either have to be
static (i.e. with unchanging infrastructures) or dynamic (taking
changes in virtual and substrate infrastructure into account).
Moreover, virtual networks might be spread over the substrate
infrastructure of multiple InPs. In this case, VNE has to be performed in a distributed way with multiple entities contributing
to the mapping. Finally, depending on the scenario, virtual
resources may be realized either concise, i.e. minimizing
substrate resource usage, or redundant, combining multiple
substrate resources to realize one virtual resource.
Instead of a particular property of a VNE algorithm, these
constraints are rather different variants of the underlying
VNE problem. Thus, all VNE approaches proposed in the
literature can be categorized according to whether they are
Static or Dynamic, Centralized or Distributed, and Concise
or Redundant. These six concepts will be described here and
used later on in Section IV as a taxonomy to classify current
VNE approaches.
1) Static vs. Dynamic: In most real-world situations, VNE
has to be tackled as online problem. That is, VNRs will not
be known in advance. Instead, they arrive to the system dynamically and can stay in the network for an arbitrary amount
of time. To be realistic, the VNE algorithm has to handle the
VNRs as they arrive, rather than attending a set of VNRs at
once (offline VNE). While in principle, all approaches can
be operated in an online manner, static VNE approaches do
not contemplate the possibility of remapping one of more
VNRs to improve the performance of the embedding in the
SN. Several effects lead to a need for relocation of parts of
(or even complete) virtual networks:
• Fragmentation of SN’s resources: Over time, as new
VNRs arrive and are embedded and others expire and
release their resources from the SN, the embedding
becomes fragmented and the ratio of accepted VNRs
diminishes, resulting in a long-term revenue abatement.
• Changes in the VN: Before its lifetime expires, a VN may
change in terms of topology, size and resources due to
new requirements demanded by its users.
• Changes in the SN: The SN can also suffer from longterm changes. InPs must be updating its networking
infrastructure from time to time to cope with scalability
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Fig. 4.

Relocation of mapped VNRs in online VNE

issues and, hence, the SN extends its size and current
VNEs can find different and more optimal allocations.
Dynamic VNE approaches try to reconfigure the mapped
VNRs in order to reorganize the resource allocation and
optimize the utilization of SN resources. For example, Fig. 4
shows the online embedding of three VNRs that arrive and
leave the SN at different times. The last one of them (VNR 3)
cannot be embedded if the resources of the SN are not first
defragmented by reconfiguring the already mapped VN 2.
A good example of dynamic VNE can be found in [19].
Here, the authors realize that most of the VNR rejections are
caused by the bottlenecked substrate links. To improve the
rejection rate and the load balance in the SN, they propose
a reactive and iterative algorithm called Virtual Network
Reconfiguration (VNRe). The algorithm is reactive because
it just acts when a VNR is rejected and works as follows: In
first place it sorts the mapped virtual nodes by their suitability
for migration, then it migrates the most suitable virtual node
and its attached virtual links to another substrate node and tries
to map again the VNR. If the network can not be mapped, the
next iteration of the algorithm migrates the following virtual
node and the process is repeated until the VNR is mapped or
until a predefined number of iterations is reached. Performance
results show a significant increase of mapped VNRs after
VNRe is applied.
2) Centralized vs. Distributed: The VNE problem can be
solved in either a centralized or in a distributed way. Both
approaches are fundamentally different, each having its own
advantages and disadvantages.
a) Centralized: In a centralized approach there will be
one entity which is responsible for performing the embedding.
This can be a dedicated machine computing optimal solutions
to the problem. The advantage of this approach lies in the
fact that the mapping entity is at every step of the mapping
aware of the overall situation of the network (i.e. it has global
knowledge). This facilitates more optimal embeddings. On
the other hand, a centralized entity presents a single point of
failure – if it fails, the entire mapping process fails. Moreover,
there may be scalability problems in large networks, where a
single mapping entity may be overwhelmed by the number of
VNRs to handle.
b) Distributed: Contrary to centralized solutions, a distributed approach utilizes multiple entities for computing the
embeddings. There may be some internal organization in how
the mapping is distributed among the participating entities,
or it may be organized completely ad-hoc. The advantage of

such an approach lies in its better scalability. Since the load
is distributed among several nodes, each individual node will
be better able to cope with the embeddings. However, one has
to pay for this with synchronization overhead. In particular,
each node needs sufficient information about the global state
of the network. The more information is available to a node,
the better the results will be. However, there is also increased
overhead – as such, the situation becomes a trade-off between
communication cost and quality of the embeddings.
One specialization of this approach is the situation, where
multiple Infrastructure Providers each only map part of a Virtual Network (InterInP VNE). In this case, even if individual
InPs use a centralized approach within their own network, the
overall procedure is to be considered distributed.
3) Concise vs. Redundant: A failure of a single substrate
entity will affect all virtual entities that are mapped upon it.
Therefore, in environments where fault-sensitive applications
are deployed inside the virtual networks, it can be advisable to
set-up backup resources that can be used as fall-back resources
in case the corresponding primary resources fail. To do that,
the embedding result itself can be redundant to be resilient
regarding node and/or link failures. Otherwise, the embedding
result is referred to be “concise” if there is no redundancy.
a) Concise: The embedding results of concise approaches only use as many substrate resources as necessary
to meet the demands of the virtual networks. There is no
reservation of additional, redundant resources. This means that
in case some of the substrate devices fail, there is no guarantee
that the virtual network can recover from failure. However,
since the approaches aim to be concise and to only use as
much resources as necessary, the saved resources can be used
to embed further virtual resources.
b) Redundant: A redundant approach, however, reserves
additional resources for the virtual entities that can be used
in case some substrate resources fail at run-time. In general,
there is a trade-off between the reliability of an embedding
and its embedding costs: The higher the degree of reliability,
the higher the embedding costs, the more resources are used,
and the less virtual entities can be embedded.
After the embedding has been done, the substrate entities
have to be monitored. In case an instance fails, there needs
to be a fall-back mechanism that is able to switch from the
primary instance that has failed to one of its backup instances
(e.g., update routing tables) and activate it.
One can also include embedding algorithms that map virtual
link demands in multiple paths of the SN inside the redundant
category. Single-path approaches map virtual links to exactly
one communication path within the substrate network. In contrast, multi-path approaches might split demanded bandwidth
of virtual links to multiple substrate paths. In case a virtual
link is mapped to multiple substrate paths and some of these
paths fail due to a failure within the network, packages can
still be routed through the remaining communication links that
have been set up between the substrate nodes by changing
the splitting ratio. No reconfiguration has to be done, so it is
fully transparent. However, bandwidth constraints have to be
considered to avoid overloading of substrate link capacity.
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C. A notation scheme for VNE algorithms
Each of the categories in the previous section are mutually
independent. An algorithm can be, for example, centralized,
dynamic, and redundant at the same time. Based upon this,
a generic notation can be derived to determine the class a
specific VNE algorithm belongs to. Thus, VNE algorithms are
described with the following syntax:
[C|D]/[S|D]/[C|R]
The first character denotes, whether the algorithm is
Centralized or Distributed. Likewise, the second character
denotes whether the algorithm is Static or Dynamic. Finally,
the third character denotes whether the algorithm is Concise or
Redundant. So, an algorithm denoted as C/D/R will be a centralized, dynamic, redundant algorithm. This allows for quick
categorization of any given algorithm and proper comparison
with similar approaches.
III. C OMPUTING OPTIMIZED EMBEDDINGS
This section elaborates on: the different parameters that
can be taken into account for VNE, the possible objectives
that the embedding may pursue, the problem decomposition
and coordination applied by existing VNE approaches, the
optimization strategies used by those approaches to solve
VNE, the various metrics that can be used to judge the quality
of VNE, and a set of publicly available tools to evaluate the
performance of VNE algorithms.
A. VNE parameters
The resources investigated in the VNE problem are attributed with parameters. On the one hand, substrate resources
have individual capacities and qualities. On the other hand,
virtual resources each have their respective requirements. For
example, a substrate node can provide a certain computing
capacity relating to the CPU available to it. Per contra, a virtual
node will require a certain computing capacity in order to
properly compute routing information. These parameters are of
paramount importance in order to achieve a valid embedding.
Here, only the different kinds of parameters are discussed. A
list of possible parameters is given both in [20] and [21].
One important distinction is that between linear and nonlinear parameters. The linear programming (LP) techniques
described in section III-D require linear parameters to find
optimal solutions. If non-linear parameters (e.g. path loss
probability) are considered, LP can not be used.
Apart from classifying linear and non-linear parameters,
parameters can also be categorized according to several other
dimensions. As a first step, one can distinguish between node
and link parameters. Node parameters are attributes that refer
to nodes, like computing power. Link parameters are attributes
that refer to links, like bandwidth. However, there is a problem
arising with such a strict model. When a virtual link is mapped
to a path in the substrate network, the computing power
of substrate nodes on the path may have an impact on the
bandwidth of the virtual link [22]. As such, virtual nodes are
somewhat easier to map than virtual links, since the latter

consist of a combination of substrate node and links, whereas
the former takes only substrate nodes into account.
Realizing this, one can further distinguish between primary
and secondary parameters [20]. Primary parameters are parameters that can be directly assigned to a substrate resource
and, likewise, can be explicitly required by a virtual network
request. Secondary parameters, on the other hand, depend on
other (primary) parameters. For example, the probability of
packet loss at a node depends both on its computing power
and the size of its memory. Primary parameters will be easier
to regard during the embedding, since they can be directly
matched, whereas secondary parameters have to be calculated
first.
Packet loss can also be a property of links (e.g. wireless
links). In that case, one can realize that there is also a
difference between consumable resources and static resources.
Consumable resources are resources that are consumed when
a virtual entity is mapped. The standard examples for this are
computing power and bandwidth. In some VNE approaches
though, the variability of the demanded bandwidth in a mapped
virtual link is taken into account either by considering it
a stochastic variable [23] or by opportunistically sharing it
among different flows [24], [25]. Static resources, on the
other hand, do not depend on the number of virtual resources
mapped to a substrate resource. The loss probability of a
wireless link in the substrate network will stay the same, no
matter how many virtual links are mapped to it (provided the
consumable resource “bandwidth” is not depleted). Static resources are easy to match during the embedding. Consumable
resources, on the other hand, are what makes the embedding
typically N P-complete.
Finally, one can further distinguish between functional and
non-functional parameters. Functional parameters are parameters that specify low-level functionality. Computing power
and bandwidth are again good examples. Non-functional parameters, on the other hand, are high-level properties of the
respective entities. Examples are security or resilience of an
entity. The matching of functional parameters is typically
straightforward (although possibly hard to compute), whereas
non-functional parameters will require more elaborate approaches in an embedding algorithm.
B. Main embedding objectives
VNE consists of finding the optimal fi and gi functions in
order to solve VNoM and VLiM with respect to a particular
objective. This section describes the objectives that have been
pursued by existing approaches to solve VNE.
1) Provide QoS-compliant embeddings: Virtual Network
Requests are installed and operated by the VNO according
to a set of quality of service constraints defined by the service
provider. These QoS requirements must be fulfilled by the
virtual network embedding performed by the VNO.
There are several situations where these requirements are
explicit in the request. For instance, a virtual network that
provides VoIP services needs to count on medium bandwidth,
low delays and high CPU requirements. Another example
could be a virtual network offering P2P services that must
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Fig. 5.

Ordering by revenue in online VNE

provide medium bandwidth requirements, no relevant delay
bounds and medium CPU requirements [26]. This can be
achieved, e.g., by minimizing substrate resource stress (i.e.
by distributing load equally across the substrate network).
2) Maximize the economical profit of the InP: From the
InP point of view, a natural objective of an online embedding
algorithm would be to maximize the economic benefit of
accepting VNRs (long-term average revenue). This objective
is directly proportional to maximize the number of embedded
VNRs (acceptance ratio). In order to reach this goal, VNE
approaches should try to minimize the resources spent by the
SN to map a VNR, also known as embedding cost. In this
way, it is easier to embed the next VNRs, resulting in an
increment of the VN acceptance ratio. However, as the revenue
depends on the VNRs, a pre-ordering of the set of VNRs to
be embedded may benefit the long-term average revenue. This
pre-ordering must be carried out taking into account the online
nature of the virtual network embedding problem.
The behavior of a typical online VNE algorithm is shown in
Fig. 5. Arriving VNRs are processed within time windows as
well as in a request queue. If a request within a time window
can not be embedded, it is deferred to the request queue and, in
the next time window, tried again. This procedure is repeated
until the time the VNR is willing to wait expires. In this case,
the request is dropped.
To maximize the revenue, inside the time window, the VNRs
can be decreasingly ordered by revenue. In [27], Chowdhury
et al. present an approach (WiNE algorithm) that implements
this procedure. Obtained results show that WiNE improves
the mapped revenue when compared against online algorithms
performing the embedding at the arrival of a VNR.
3) Provide survivable VNEs: Resilience in terms of VNE
can be brought into play by integrating fallback resources
within the substrate network. Backup nodes/links can be setup
either for all or just for some specific primary nodes/links that
may fail. At any time, consistency of the network topology
has to be guaranteed, especially regarding the resources that
were defined to be resilient towards failure. Recovery from
failures should be transparent for the user. That is, he should
not notice that the network switched to the backup resources.
Even when using time-sensitive applications, the user should

not notice that something went wrong. This especially requires
that, for selecting backup resources, all QoS requirements of
the primary entities have to be considered.
The backup resources themselves can be either dedicated or
shared [28]. Dedicated means that for each virtual network a
complete backup network can be set up and backup resources
are fully dedicated to the virtual networks and independent
from each other. However, this is resource inefficient, since for
each virtual resource that gets embedded a dedicated substrate
entity is needed. In some cases it might also be acceptable to
share and reuse the backup resources in order to reduce the
footprint on the substrate network caused by the additional
backup resources. Usually, a higher degree of reused backup
resources results in lower reliability, and vice versa.
Furthermore, (shared) backup resources can be allocated
either in advance (i.e., before the first virtual network embedding request arrived) or “on-demand” (i.e., allocated for each
embedding request). Shared on-demand backup resources can
be assigned at embedding time, that is, each time a virtual
network request arrives [29], [28], [30]. Shared pre-allocation
algorithms, however, define some specific backup resources in
the configuration phase, i.e., before any virtual network request
arrives [31].
C. Problem decomposition and coordination
As it has been already stated in the formulation section
(see Section II-A), the VNE problem is solved when its two
sub-problems VNoM, represented by the fi function, and
(VLiM), represented by the gi function, are solved. Looking
at different InPs, one can decompose the InterInP problem
(i.e. the embedding across several InPs) into a set of IntraInP
problems (i.e. a set of embeddings within each InP). If these
problem decompositions are not coordinated, optimization in
one part can jeopardize optimization in another part. This
subsection will discuss the options to handle this kind of
coordination.
One alternative for VNoM/VLiM coordination is to solve
each sub-problem in an isolated and independent way. In this
case, VNoM must be solved in first place because it provides
the input to solve VLiM. This variant is called uncoordinated
VNE. On the contrary, some VNE approaches have improved
the performance of the solution by providing coordination
between the two phases. This variant, called coordinated VNE,
can be solved either in two different and coordinated stages,
or in just one stage. Finally, some VNE approaches look
for the mapping of a VNR across heterogeneous InPs. This
variant, called InterInP coordination aims to split the VNRs
in different sub-requests and find the most adequate InP to
map each of them.
1) Uncoordinated VNE: A lack of coordination between
VNoM and VLiM implies that the solution is generated in
two different stages. The first stage solves VNoM and provides
the function fi to the VLiM, which is then solved in a second
stage. An example that demonstrates this lack of coordination
between the VNE sub-problems was proposed in [32]. The
main goal of this approach is to maximize the long-term
average revenue. VNE is solved in two independent phases:
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Fig. 6. Augmented substrate graph with meta-nodes and meta-edges for a
VNR (cf. [36])

VNoM follows a greedy algorithm, that chooses, for each
virtual node, a set of eligible substrate nodes and then assigns
one of them based on its amount of available resources. The
aim is to assign the virtual nodes with bigger demands to
the substrate nodes with bigger resources. Depending on the
assumption taken for the SN, VLiM is solved in two different
ways: Single path mapping using one k-shortest path [33]
solution for increasing k, when each virtual link must be
mapped just to a single path in the SN and Multiple path
mapping when each virtual link demand can be carried by
several paths in the SN. In the latter case, VLiM is reduced to
the Multicommodity Flow Problem (MCF) problem [34] that
provides a multi-path routing solution for each virtual link
using optimal linear programming algorithms [35].
However, the lack of coordination between node and link
mapping might result in neighboring virtual nodes being
actually widely separated in the substrate topology. This fact
increases the cost of single/multi paths used to solve the virtual
link mapping phase resulting in low acceptance ratio and,
therefore, low long-term revenue.
2) Coordinated VNE: A coordination between node and
link mapping is desirable. If VNoM is performed without
considering its relation with link mapping, the solution space
is restricted and the overall performance of the embedding
decreases. Coordination of VNE can be achieved in two stages
when fi is provided trying to obtain a result that optimizes the
result of gi . Alternatively, coordination can be also performed
in one stage by solving the VNoM and VLiM at the same
time.
a) Two stages coordinated VNE: An approach that illustrates the coordination in two stages was first proposed
by Chowdhury et al. in [36]. Its objective is to minimize
the embedding cost. A new set of node constraints is added:
geographical location for substrate and virtual nodes and a
non-negative distance per VNR indicating how far a virtual
node of the VNR can be of its demanded location.
The node mapping stage starts by creating an augmented
graph over the SN, introducing a set of meta-nodes, one per
virtual node, each connected to a cluster of candidate SN
nodes obeying location and capacity constraints. Over this
augmented graph, the algorithm solves VNoM by proposing a Mixed Integer Programming (MIP) formulation. The
MIP main goal is to solve the VNE trying to minimize the
embedding cost, considering that the added meta-nodes map
the requested virtual nodes (see Fig. 6). To avoid the N P-

Fig. 7.

VNE in one stage, as proposed in [37]

completeness of the MIP, its linear programming relaxation is
solved and virtual nodes are mapped to real substrate nodes
(not meta-nodes) by rounding the obtained solution in two
different ways: deterministically or randomly (each resulting in
a different algorithm: DViNE and RViNE). After that, VLiM is
performed following the same two solutions proposed in [32].
Coordination between both stages is strong, since the MIP
formulation used for the virtual node mapping also considers
the mapping of virtual links in the augmented SN between
source and destination meta-nodes. Therefore, the substrate
nodes chosen to map the nodes of the VNR are likely suited
to provide virtual link mappings with low embedding cost.
b) One stage coordinated VNE: Solving the VNE in
one single stage implies that virtual links are mapped at the
same time as virtual nodes. When the first virtual node pair
is mapped, the virtual link between them is also mapped and,
as each virtual node is mapped, the virtual links connecting it
with already mapped virtual nodes are also mapped.
One good example for this variant is the approach proposed
in [37] where one of the most important parameters of a
network node (substrate or virtual) is its position inside the
topology. Topological attributes of a node have a direct impact
on the efficiency of the embedding. Taking that into account,
a node ranking approach, inspired by the PageRank algorithm
used by Google’s search engine, is proposed to measure the
topology incidence of a node. When topology attributes are
incorporated in node mapping, the acceptance ratio and the
link mapping efficiency are improved. This is due to the fact
that, given two nodes that are equal in resources, the node
with the more capable neighborhood will be chosen, leading
to a higher success probability for the embedding.
Fig. 7 shows how the approach works. Based on breadthfirst search (BFS), the proposed algorithm (RW-BFS) solves
VNE in one stage considering the impact of node mapping on
the link mapping stage. The first step of RW-BFS is to calculate
node ranks for substrate and virtual nodes as shown in Fig. 7a).
It then builds a BFS tree of the VNR, where the root node is
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Fig. 8.

Inter-InP VNE process

the virtual node with greatest rank and the children are placed
from left to right based on their rank. VNE is performed by
going through the BFS tree and mapping each virtual node in
the first feasible substrate node of its list and, at the same time,
mapping the virtual links incident to that virtual node onto the
substrate shortest paths that satisfy the BW demands. Fig. 7b)
shows how the one stage VNE is performed. At t1 and t2
the virtual nodes a and c are mapped on top of the substrate
node A and E respectively. At t3 the virtual link between
already mapped nodes (a and c) is mapped. Subsequent virtual
nodes and links are mapped following the same procedure,
combining, in this way, the virtual node and link mapping in
one single stage.
3) InterInP Coordination: It is worth noting that previous
algorithm variants consider the VNE in the single-InP scenario
(IntraInP VNE). However, in realistic settings, VNRs must be
mapped on top of a set of SNs managed by different InPs.
Each InP provider should be able to embed parts of the virtual
network and connect them using the external links among InPs.
Therefore, to minimize the embedding cost, the SP splits the
VNRs in several sub-requests and map each of them in the
most convenient SN. Inside each InP, the sub-requests are
mapped using ordinary VNE algorithms. Fig. 8 shows a split
VNR and its mapping to a set of SNs belonging to different
InPs.
A good example of InterInP VNE is presented in [38].
Here, the authors address the conflict of interest between SPs
and InPs. On the one hand, each InP strives to optimize the
allocation in its equipment by getting requests for their highmargin equipment while offloading unprofitable work onto
their competitors. On the other hand, the SPs are interested in
satisfying their demands while minimizing their expenditure.
The approach proposes a distributed protocol that coordinates
the InPs and ensures competitive embedding pricing for the
SPs.

D. Optimization strategies
The VNE problem is N P-hard (see section II-A). Therefore, for large problem sizes (i.e. large SN and VNRs size)
the time to find the optimal solution becomes unaffordable.
Taking this into account, three different types of approaches
have been used to solve VNE. Exact solutions propose optimal
techniques to solve small instances of the problem and to
create baseline solutions that represent an optimal bound for
heuristic-based VNE solutions. Heuristic-based solutions are
not fixed on obtaining the global optimum. Instead, they try
to find a good solution while keeping execution time low.
Usually, heuristic solutions suffer from the problem that they
can get stuck in a local optimum that can be far away from the
real optimum. Metaheuristic solutions improve the quality of
the result by escaping from local optima in reasonable time.
1) Exact solutions: Optimal VNE solutions can be achieved
by means of Linear Programming (LP). More exactly, Integer
Linear Programming (ILP) can be used to optimally formulate
the VNE including the virtual node and link mapping subproblems in the same formulation. Although integer linear
programs are in many practical situations N P-complete, there
are exact algorithms (e.g. branch and bound, branch and cut
and branch and price [39]) that solve small instances of
the problem in reasonable time. Software tools implementing these algorithms, commonly called solvers, are available
either as open-source (e.g. GLPK [40]) or proprietary (e.g.
CPLEX [41]).
Some approaches have used ILP to solve VNE. For example, in [42], the VNE ILP formulation seeks for the
minimization of the embedding cost and the maximization of
the acceptance ratio. The novel energy aware VNE introduced
in [43] uses an ILP exact formulation where the goal is to
embed the VNs’ demand in a reduced set of equipment in
the SN to save energy by switching off the remaining SN
resources.
2) Heuristic solutions: Execution time is crucial in VNE.
Network virtualization deals with dynamic online environments where VNRs arrival time is not known in advance.
Therefore, to avoid delay in the embedding of a new VNR,
the execution time of VNE algorithms should be minimized.
Accordingly, heuristic-based VNE solutions are proposed.
They attempt to find an acceptable solution, compromising
optimality for short execution time.
One good example of heuristic-based VNE approaches is
presented in [44]. It proposes virtual node and link mapping
in a single stage. To do so, VNE is reduced to the well known
N P-hard Subgraph Isomorphism Detection (SID) problem. In
graph theory, an isomorphism of graphs G and H (G ≃ H) is
a bijection between the vertex sets of G and H, m : V (G) →
V (H), such that any two vertices i and j of G are adjacent
in G if and only if m(i) and m(j) are adjacent in H. The
N P-complete SID problem tries to find a subgraph Gsg of
G (Gsg ⊂ G) such that Gsg ≃ H. A modification of an
existing heuristic is proposed to solve the VNE. It consists
of finding an isomorphic subgraph (representing the VNR),
accomplishing the VNR demands inside the substrate network,
and using a hop limit constraint for the substrate paths used
for the mapping of virtual links.
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3) Metaheuristic solutions: VNE can be seen as a combinatorial optimization problem where an optimal solution is
sought over a discrete search-space. As the optimal solution for
large instances of these problems is hard to find, metaheuristics
like simulated annealing [45], genetic algorithms [46], ant
colony optimization [47], particle swarm optimization [48] or
tabu search [49] can be used to find near-optimal solutions by
trying to improve a candidate solution with regard to a given
measure of quality. The following two approaches provide
good examples of metaheuristic-based solutions for VNE:
An approach based on the Max-Min Ant Colony metaheuristic [50] has been recently proposed to solve the VNE
in [51]. The problem is divided into a set of solution components (equivalent to small parts of the overall solution) and
then, a set of parallel artificial ants are launched to iteratively
explore the search space until a predefined number of iterations
is reached. During each iteration, each ant builds incrementally
the solution by transiting from one solution component to
another. After all ants finish their full solution, the best one
is selected as the solution of that iteration. Finally, the best
solution among all iterations is chosen as the final embedding
solution.
A particle swarm optimization (PSO) based approach is
proposed in [52]. PSO is a population-based stochastic global
optimizer that generates near-optimal solutions in low computing time with stable convergence. In this paper, a PSO
based VNE (VNEUEPSO) is proposed where each particle is
a possible VNE solution that iteratively improves its position
according to a fitness function (embedding cost). Finally the
approximate optimal VNE solution is obtained through the
evolution process of the particles. Each time, particles change
their positions by modifying VNoM, VLiM is used then to
guarantee the feasibility of the solution.
E. Embedding metrics
Metrics are necessary to evaluate the quality of a successful
embedding. They are used to compare different VNE approaches and to quantify advances in optimization. Within this
survey paper, different metrics are structured according to the
embedding objectives indicated in Section III-B with “Other
metrics” denoting metrics that don’t exactly match one of the
three objectives.
• Quality of Service metrics
• Cost-related metrics
• Resilience metrics
• Other metrics
Table II gives an overview over the various metrics discussed
in this paper. Depending on the application scenario, one can
compute for most metrics the average, the maximum, and/or
the minimum value.
1) Quality of Service metrics: Quality of Service metrics
aim to measure the impact of an embedding with respect
to the service quality when using the virtual network. For
example, when a user wants to run realtime applications
like video telephony on a virtual network, the impact of the
actual embedding that was chosen should not be perceptible.
In addition to typical QoS metrics, metrics like the average

length of paths between nodes should be taken into account
because of the likely effect on forwarding delay. Furthermore,
utilization of network resources should also be considered:
When a lot of different virtual entities are mapped upon a
physical resource, the physical resource has to manage the load
somehow. This could also include some additional scheduling
overhead for switching between different virtual allocations.
a) Path length: The path length metric measures the
number of links between two substrate nodes that are mapped
to two interconnected virtual nodes. The longer a corresponding path, the more resources had to be reserved for the
embedding of the virtual link. Since every substrate node
(except the receiving node) that is part of a path will take
some time to forward packages sent via this path, the quality
of service is influenced by the path length. In general, the
package delay increases in connection with the length of a
path.
b) Stress level: The stress level of a substrate entity
reflects the number of virtual entities that are mapped onto it.
The more virtual entities use the same substrate resource, the
higher the impact regarding possible side effects. For example,
mapping many virtual nodes onto a single substrate node
keeps the CPU of the host operating system busy. A high
substrate link stress might result in some additional packet
delay because the resources of the substrate link and the host
interfaces communicating through this link have to be shared
between virtual entities.
c) Utilization: Utilization measures, in each SN entity
(node or link), the sum of the spent substrate resources due to
the mapping of virtual entities divided by the total amount of
resources. This metric is a more precise measurement tool than
the stress level metric, because it also takes into account the
magnitude of the resource usage instead of simply counting the
number of virtual entities that use a resource. For example, to
measure the utilization of a substrate node, the sum of mapped
CPU resources divided by the CPU capacity of the node could
be used. The usage of a substrate link could be based on the
sum of mapped bandwidth resources divided by the total link
bandwidth capacity.
d) Throughput: Throughput is measured after the embedding of a virtual network has been done. For each virtual
node pair, packages between the corresponding substrate node
pair are generated and sent through the path connecting these
nodes. Then, the maximal data rate that can be transmitted
through all connections between source-destination pairs is
determined.
e) Delay: Delay describes the amount of time needed for
a packet to go from one node in the network to another node.
With regard to VNE, algorithms can optimize the mapping
of virtual resources so as to minimize delay between virtual
nodes.
f) Jitter: Jitter measures the variance in packet interarrival times. In a network virtualization scenario, jitter can be
inherent to the substrate network (e.g. due to unreliable links)
or introduced by virtualization itself (e.g. due to concurrent
resource usage by two different virtual entities). The latter
is strongly dependent on the employed virtualization solution
and cannot be solved by VNE. Jitter that is inherent to the
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TABLE II
M ETRICS FOR V IRTUAL N ETWORK E MBEDDING
Optimization goal

Metric

Description

Quality of Service

Path length

Describes the number of substrate links that are spanned by a virtual
link on average
Describes the number of virtual entities realized by a substrate entity
Describes the sum of all spent substrate resources due to VNE divided
by the sum of all provided substrate resources
Describes the data rate achievable between virtual nodes
Describes the time a packet needs to travel across a virtual link
Describes the variance in inter-arrival times of packets on a virtual
link

Stress level
Utilization
Throughput
Delay
Jitter
Resource spending

Cost
Revenue
Cost/Revenue
Acceptance ratio

Resilience

Number of backups
Path redundancy
Cost of resilience
Recovery blocking probability
Number of migrations

Other

Runtime of the algorithm
Number of coordination messages
Active substrate nodes

Describes the sum of all spent substrate resources for embedding
VNRs
Describes the sum of all demanded resources of VNRs
Describes the ratio between spent substrate resources and provided
virtual resources
Describes the number of VNRs that could be embedded
Describes
Describes
Describes
siliency
Describes
scenarios
Describes
of failure

the number of available backup resources
the diversity of paths in multi-path embeddings
the number of additional nodes required to maintain rethe ratio of unrecoverable failure scenarios vs. all failure
the number of virtual nodes that have to be moved in case

Describes the time a VNE algorithm will take for an embedding of a
certain size
Describes the number of messages that have to be exchanged in a
distributed environment in order to complete the embedding
Describes the number of substrate nodes that have to be powered on
in order to realize the hosted virtual infrastructures

substrate network, on the other hand, can be taken into account
by VNE algorithms. However, so far (to the best of the
authors knowledge) there is no VNE approach that focuses
on minimizing jitter.
2) Resource spending metrics:
a) Cost: Cost in the VNE context refers to the amount
of substrate resources that were used for embedding virtual
networks. Cost is usually determined by summing up all
CPU and bandwidth resources of the substrate network that
have been reserved for VNRs. However, besides CPU and
bandwidth, additional types of resources can also be taken
into account, and different types of resources can optionally be
weighted in dependence on their value range. Cost is directly
related to the length of substrate paths: The longer the length
of a path, the more substrate resources are used and the higher
the costs for an embedding.
b) Revenue: Revenue refers to the sum of virtual resources that were actually requested by the virtual entities.
This value is usually computed by applying the same scheme
that was used to determine Cost.
c) Cost/Revenue: To compare algorithms with respect
to their embedding results, typically many different network
topologies with varying size and properties are generated. Depending on these random topologies, Costs vary and therefore
impede a fair comparison.
So in addition to Costs, Revenue is typically also taken into
account. By dividing Cost by Revenue, varying Cost values
are balanced. The higher the value, the more resources were
needed to embed the VNs.

d) Acceptance ratio: The acceptance ratio metric measures the number of virtual network requests that could be
completely embedded by the embedding algorithm, divided
by the total number of virtual network requests.
3) Resilience-related metrics:
a) Number of backups: The number of backups metric
counts the number of backup resources that are set up for
a virtual entity. Several additional substrate entities can be
reserved to serve as a replacement in case the entity hosting
the virtual entity fails.
b) Path redundancy: Path redundancy measures the ratio
between the number of backup paths to the number of direct
paths. Some redundancy algorithms set up backup paths that
can be used in case some parts of the network break down.
Therefore, the metric refers to the amount of additional
resources that are used to backup the embedded network.
c) Cost of resilience: Related to the number of additional
nodes required to maintain resilience, this metric measures the
ratio of total number of running nodes and number of backup
nodes. In contrast to path redundancy, this metric does not
focus on connectivity resources but includes demanded node
resources.
d) Recovery blocking probability: When a substrate entity fails, the substrate network has to perform re-organizing
actions to recover from failure. Especially, compensatory
resources have to be allocated to catch the outage. Some
approaches do not reserve these extra capacities in advance,
so the system has to identify suitable backup resources at
run time. Due to limited capacities of the entities inside the
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substrate network, this might fail which results in a failure of
recovery. The recovery blocking probability metric measures
the ratio of the number of unrecoverable failure scenarios to
the total number of failure scenarios.
e) Number of migrations: The number of migrations
refers to the number of virtual nodes that need to be migrated
to new facility nodes in case corresponding substrate nodes
fail. Typically, at least the virtual nodes hosted on the failing
substrate nodes have to be moved. Other constraints, like maximum path length, might however trigger even more migrations.
Since migrations are resource intensive, they should be kept
to a minimum.
4) Other metrics:
a) Runtime of the algorithm: Runtime of algorithms
compares algorithms with respect to the time that they need
to compute an actual embedding result. For most real-life
systems, runtime is a crucial factor, with a direct tradeoff
between timely completion and quality of embedding results
(e.g., cost/revenue).
b) Number of coordination messages: For a distributed
embedding approach, various messages between substrate
nodes need to be exchanged for coordination purposes. The
number of coordination messages is one related metric that
can be used to determine and compare the communication
overhead between different distributed approaches.
c) Active substrate nodes: The number of active substrate nodes is related to the average length of substrate paths,
because additional nodes are used to forward communication
data between end nodes. Therefore, the probability that previously switched off nodes are selected to forward data rises.
Regarding energy efficiency, the number of nodes that need
to be turned for an embedding can be a rough estimation
of energy consumption. In general, the ratio between running
nodes and the total number of substrate nodes should be taken
into account.
F. Simulation tools
In order to evaluate VNE algorithms, simulation tools have
been developed by a number of authors. Typically, algorithms
are run with a randomly generated set of scenarios. Each of
these scenarios consists of a SN and a number of VNRs to
be embedded. Appropriate parameters are assigned to both
substrate and virtual resources. After the algorithms have
tried to embed the VNRs, the results are evaluated using
one or more of the metrics described in Section III-E. VNE
practitioners can use these simulation tools to develop and test
their own VNE algorithms or to compare the performance of
existing algorithms with regard to new metrics. This subsection
presents three exemplary implementations of VNE simulation
tools. Although this list is far from being comprehensive, it still
indicates where one can start with practical VNE experiments.
The first example is the Vineyard VNE simulation tool by
Chowdhury1 . It has been used to validate the D-ViNE and RViNE VNE algorithms [36], [27]. Vineyard uses the GT-ITM
network topology generator for random scenario generation.
It is written in C++ with some accompanying shell scripts. It
1 http://www.mosharaf.com/ViNE-Yard.tar.gz

can evaluate revenue, cost, stress, and acceptance ratios. It has
been extended in several other papers [31], [53], [54] to cover
new VNE aspects.
Another example for a VNE simulation tool is the VNE
Simulator developed by Yu2 . Similar to Vineyard, the tool is
written in the C programming language with some supporting
shell scripts. It also uses the GT-ITM network topology
generator to generate network scenarios. It has been introduced
in [32] to demonstrate the advantages of path splitting in
virtual networks. Since then it has also been used and extended
in a number of other publications [37], [55], [56].
The authors of this paper have collaborated to create an easy
to use VNE simulation environment called “ALEVIN” [20].
The results have been made available online3 . ALEVIN uses
a Waxman generator to create random network topologies.
ALEVIN is a Java project with well-defined interfaces to
implement new VNE algorithms and metrics. It comes with
a number of pre-implemented algorithms drawn from several VNE papers. Moreover, it comes with extensive users
and developers documentation, making it easy for others to
jumpstart their evaluation. Several of the metrics mentioned
in section III-E have already been implemented in ALEVIN.
By now, ALEVIN has been used in a number of publications
[57], [58], [43] to compare VNE algorithms and evaluate new
approaches to the VNE problem.
IV. A

CLASSIFICATION OF

VNE APPROACHES

In this section, the taxonomy developed in Section II-C is
used to classify the different approaches proposed to solve
VNE by the research community. The categories discussed
in Section II-C are used to group similar approaches. The
two Tables III and IV list approaches in their respective
categories. Each approach is further characterized, considering the coordination of VNE subproblems, as introduced
in Section III-C. Moreover, for each approach the applied
optimization strategy is shown (see Section III-D). Further
comments describe individual contributions by each approach.
Approaches that appear in more than one category are marked
with an asterisk (*). This happens, when an approach can be
implemented in two ways (e.g. either static or dynamic).
The C/S/C category groups the set of approaches that take
the straightforward solution, where aspects such as distributed
behavior, dynamicity and redundancy are not considered. Algorithms in this category will operate in a centralized manner,
expecting full knowledge of VNRs in advance, and providing
concise solutions to the problem. The first VNE algorithms
that have been proposed took this approach, with many other
algorithms following. These approaches are listed in the upper
part of Table III.
The VNE approaches belonging to the C/D/C category
are grouped in the second part of Table III. This set of
proposals is able to perform a dynamic reconfiguration of
currently mapped VNRs once a new VNR arrives. Mappings
are concise and the algorithms run on a central instance.
Dynamic approaches typically are more challenging – this
2 https://github.com/minlanyu/embed
3 http://alevin.sf.net/
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TABLE III
TAXONOMY OF CONCISE VNE APPROACHES

Category

Reference

Optimization

C/S/C

[26] Inführ and Raidl (2011)

Exact

One Stage

Provides delay, location and routing constraints

[59] Liu et al. (2011)

Exact

One Stage

Exact VNE based on correspondence matrices

[60] Trinh et al. (2011)

Exact

One Stage

Exact VNE problem with SLA QoS guarantees

[61] Pages et al. (2012)

Exact/Metaheuristic

One Stage

Introduces the VNE for optical networks

[44] Lischka and Karl (2009)

Heuristic

One Stage

Provides one stage VNE. Based on SID

[62] Di et al. (2010)

Heuristic

One Stage

Improvement of the approach in [44]

C/D/C

D/S/C

D/D/C

Coordination

Contribution

[63] Ghazar and Saaman (2011)

Heuristic

One Stage

Introduces hierarchical management of the SN

[64], [65] Yun et al. (2011-2012)

Heuristic

One Stage

First VNE approach in wireless multihop networks. Introduces metrics and feasibility measures for wireless VNE

[56] Chen et al. (2012)

Heuristic

One Stage

Reduces resource fragmentation

[66] Yu et al. (2012)

Heuristic

One Stage

One step VNE that increases coordination

[67] Liu et al. (2011)

Heuristic

Two Stages

Improves coordination based on nodes proximity

[24], [25] Sheng et al. (2011-2012)

Heuristic

Two Stages

Opportunistic resource sharing to deal with load fluctuation

[68] Li et al. (2012)

Heuristic

Two Stages

Topology awareness to enforce VNE coordination

[69] Lu and Turner (2006)

Heuristic

Uncoordinated

Embedding in specific backbone-star VN topologies

[32] Yu et al.* (2008)

Heuristic

Uncoordinated

Utilizes the KSP algorithm [33] for VLiM

[70] Razzaq and Siraj (2010)

Heuristic

Uncoordinated

Different K values in KSP based VLiM

[71] Razzaq et al. (2011)

Heuristic

Uncoordinated

Investigates the VNE impact of bottlenecked nodes

[72] Nogueira et al. (2011)

Heuristic

Uncoordinated

VNE considering SN resources heterogeneity
Introduces VNE for wireless network testbeds

[73] Leivadeas et al.* (2011)

Heuristic

Uncoordinated

[22], [57] Botero et al. (2011-2013)

Heuristic

Uncoordinated

Introduces hidden hop constraints

[74] Zhu and Ammar* (2006)

Heuristic

Uncoordinated

Provides a balanced link and node stress in the SN

[51] Fajjari et al. (2011)

Metaheuristic

One Stage

Max-Min Ant Colony metaheuristic VNE approach

[75] Cheng et al. (2012)

Metaheuristic

One Stage

Accelerates convergence of PSO VNE metaheuristic with
topology aware node ranking [37]

[76] Zhang et al. (2012)

Heuristic

Uncoordinated

Maps one virtual node in several substrate nodes

[77] Di et al. (2012)

Heuristic

One Stage

Coordinated VNE reducing the number of backtracks by
carefully chosing the first virtual node to map

[78] Abedifar and Eshghi (2012)

Heuristic

Uncoordinated

Introduces VNE in the optical domain trying to minimize the
number of λs per link

[79] Aris Leivadeas et al. (2012)

Heuristic

Coordinated

Considers importance of virtual nodes for embedding

[80] Tae-Ho Lee et al. (2012)

Heuristic

InterInP

clustering of virtual networks in multi-provider environment

[19] Fajjari et al. (2011)

Heuristic

One Stage

Migration of nodes with bottlenecked adjacent links

[81] Bienkowski et al. (2010)

Heuristic

Two Stages

Migration when service access position changes

[74] Zhu and Ammar* (2006)

Heuristic

Uncoordinated

Reduce the cost of periodic reconfigurations

[82] Fan and Ammar (2006)

Heuristic

Uncoordinated

Reduces the cost of VNRs reconfiguration

[83] Cai et al. (2010)

Heuristic

Uncoordinated

Reconfiguration based on SN evolution

[84] Shun-li and Xue-song (2011)

Heuristic

Uncoordinated

Identifies mapped virtual nodes and links with not optimal
mapping and migrate them to save SN resources

[85] Sun et al. (2012)

Heuristic

Uncoordinated

Introduces the VNE problem for evolving VNRs

[86], [87] Houidi et al. (2010)

Heuristic

Uncoordinated

First distributed approach to solve VNE. Proposes a VNE
protocol to manage the communication among substrate nodes

[88] Xin et al. (2011)

Heuristic

InterInP

Introduces the InterInP VNE for networked clouds

[89] Lv et al. (2011)

Heuristic

InterInP

InterInP VNE using hierarchical virtual resource organization

[42] Houidi et al.* (2011)

Exact/Metaheuristic

InterInP

VNR is split assigning each subVN in different InPs. Provides
exact and heuristic splitting approaches

[90] Leivadeas et al.* (2012)

Heuristic

InterInP

Graph partitioning InterInP VNE using a heuristic integrating
a min k-cut algorithm followed by subgraph isomorphism

[91] Marquezan et al. (2010)

Heuristic

Uncoordinated

First distributed dynamic approach. Reorganizes the SN when
VNs demands change
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TABLE IV
TAXONOMY OF REDUNDANT VNE APPROACHES

Category

Reference

Optimization

Coordination

Contribution

C/S/R

[42] Houidi et al.* (2011)

Exact

One Stage

First approach providing an ILP exact solution

[92] Zhang et al. (2011)

Exact

One Stage

Optimal resilient solution attaining an enhanced QoS mapping. Provides diversified substrate back-up paths

[43] Botero et al. (2012)

Exact

One Stage

Introduces the energy aware VNE

[93] Wang and Wolf (2011)

Exact

One Stage

Redefines the VNR as a traffic matrix

[94], [95], [96] Shamsi and Brockmeyer
(2007-2009)

Heuristic

One Stage

Recover link failures by providing backup paths with intermediate nodes

[97] Koslovski et al. (2010)

Heuristic

One Stage

Introduces reliabilty as a service offered by the InP. Reliable
VNEs based on subgraph isomorphism detection

[98] Yu et al. (2010)

Heuristic

One Stage

Introduces failure-dependent protection with a back-up solution for each regional failure

[99] Lv et al. (2012)

Heuristic

One Stage

Introduces looses to multicast VNE in wireless mesh networks

[36], [27] Chowdhury et al. (2009-2011)

Heuristic

Two Stages

Coordination in VNE using multi-path for VLiM

[31] Rahman et al. (2010)

Heuristic

Two Stages

Upon a failure, the economic penalty is minimized by the
pre-reservation of a bandwidth quota for back-up in SN links

[53] Butt et al.* (2010)

Heuristic

Two Stages

VNE awareness of the SN bottlenecked resources

[29] Yeow et al. (2010)

Heuristic

Two Stages

Introduces sharing among back up resources. Reduces resources allocated for redundancy

[100] Sun et al. (2011)

Heuristic

Two Stages

Resilient VNE optimizing the embedding cost and reducing
computational complexity

[30] Yu et al. (2011)

Heuristic

Two Stages

Resilient VNE analyzing failures in substrate nodes

[32] Yu et al.* (2008)

Heuristic

Uncoordinated

Introduces the multi-path approach for VLiM

[101] Gao et al. (2010)

Heuristic

Uncoordinated

Improvement of the approach in [36]

[102] Yang et al. (2010)

Heuristic

Uncoordinated

Divides the SN in regions to reduce VNE complexity

[103] Zho et al. (2010)

Heuristic

Uncoordinated

Maps one virtual node to multiple substrate nodes

[104] Chen et al. (2010)

Heuristic

Uncoordinated

Reactive resiliency protection approach against failures during
the online VNE process. Considers just substrate link failures

[105] Yu et al. (2011)

Heuristic

Uncoordinated

Proactive VNE approach offering protection against SN link
failures for links with high stress

[23] Sun et al. (2011)

Heuristic

Uncoordinated

Introduces stochastic BW demand to the VNE

[55] Lu et al. (2011)

Heuristic

Uncoordinated

Introduces load balancing in links

[28] Guo et al. (2011)

Heuristic

Uncoordinated

Proactive resilient VLiM approach sharing back-up paths

[37] Cheng et al. (2011)

Metaheuristic

Two Stages

Introduces topology-awareness in VNE

[106] Sheng et al. (2011)

Metaheuristic

Two Stages

Embedding time depends on VNR lifetime. Uses simulated
annealing metaheuristic

[52] Zhang et al. (2012)

Metaheuristic

Two Stages

Introduces particle swarm optimizaton (PSO) metaheuristic

[107] Sun et al. (2012)

Metaheuristic

Two Stages

Introduces VNE in multi-datacenter environments

[108] Lv et al. (2012)

Metaheuristic

Uncoordinated

Introduces VNE in wireless mesh networks

[90] Leivadeas et al.* (2012)

Heuristic

Two Stages

Uses the approach in [27] to solve the VNE for an arbitrary
pool of heterogeneous resources

[54] Masti and Raghavan (2012)

Heuristic

Two Stages

VNE considering the residual capacity of the substrate links

[109] Zhang et al. (2012)

Exact/Heuristic

One Stage

Recover link failures providing disjoint SN backup paths

[53] Butt et al.* (2010)

Heuristic

Two Stages

Reactive reconfiguration of virtual links and nodes causing
rejection to less critical SN regions

[32] Yu et al.* (2010)

Heuristic

Uncoordinated

Reconfigure the embedding by changing the splitting ratio in
the multipath VLiM solution

[110] Schaffrath et al. (2010)

Exact

One Stage

ILP-based VNE. Dynamically reconfigures existing mappings

[111] Chen et al. (2011)

Heuristic

Two Stages

Periodic reconfiguration of SN nodes with high utilization

D/S/R

[38] Chowdhury et al. (2010)

Heuristic

InterInP

First InterInP VNE proposal. Mediates between InP and SP
interests. VNR is split across InPs and embedded locally

D/D/R

[112] Houidi et al. (2010)

Heuristic

Two Stages

Fault-tolerant VNE that acts upon node and link failures

C/D/R
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leads to fewer publications in this category, compared to
centralized, static approaches.
The VNE approaches belonging to the C/S/R category are
again centralized and static. However, they consider redundancy. An example for this are embeddings that use multi-path
virtual link mapping solutions. The VLiM stage is N P-hard
if each virtual link must be allocated to a single path in the
SN (cf. Sec. II-A). However, if the virtual link can be mapped
to multiple paths, VLiM may be reduced to the well-known
multicommodity flow problem that can be solved in affordable
execution time. As a consequence, a significant number of
the existing approaches solve the VNE using multi-path for
VLiM. The first part of Table IV shows the taxonomy of the
approaches in this category.
The second part of Table IV groups the set of approaches
that use redundancy to perform the reconfiguration of already
mapped VNRs. The algorithms still run on a central instance.
It can be seen that only few approaches try to combine
redundancy and dynamicity.
Until now, there has been little interest of the research
community in finding distributed solutions for the VNE. This
is likely due to the fact that distributed algorithms are significantly harder to implement. Moreover, it will be more difficult
to reach near-optimal solutions with a distributed algorithm.
As such, there are only a few approaches to list here. The lower
parts of Tables III and IV show the existing approaches in the
D/S/C, D/S/R, D/D/C and D/D/R categories, respectively.
V. E MERGING RESEARCH DIRECTIONS
This section highlights the future research directions of
VNE. Three main fields that may propel the VNE research
in the near future are identified: approaches inside the categories of distributed proposals, VNE proposals looking for the
optimization of new objectives and the application of VNE in
specific network environments.
A. Distributed VNE
Since the VNE problem is N P-hard, finding an optimal
embedding is computationally complex. Therefore, most approaches tend to relax the original problem, focusing on nearoptimal solutions. However, even these heuristic approaches do
not scale well for large networks [86]. Instead of relying on a
single, central node that computes all the embeddings, VNRs
can be distributed to multiple substrate nodes. In this way,
load will be spread, possibly increasing scalability. Tables III
and IV show that, currently, there is a lack of distributed
solutions for the VNE.
The only static and concise approach that performs IntraInP VNE in a distributed way was proposed by Houidi et
al. [86]. Although it solves the weaknesses of centralized
approaches, it suffers from two main problems: excessive number of coordination messages and suboptimal embedding cost.
Therefore, a good line of future research is the definition of
distributed Intra-InP approaches trying to reduce the message
overhead by, for instance, using clustering techniques that, in
turn, confine the embedding tasks to a limited subset of the
SN, thereby reducing embedding cost.

Fig. 9.

Energy-efficiency of different embeddings

Until now, there is also a lack of VNE distributed solutions
providing resiliency. The main interest of the research community has focused on offering resiliency by setting up back-up
resources at provisioning time in a centralized way. However,
the field of reactive and distributed embedding reconfiguration
that acts in real time upon a failure has been only treated in
one paper so far [112]. Unfortunately, it does not evaluate the
optimality of the solution after reconfiguration and results in a
considerable overhead of interchanged messages for big SNs.
B. Emerging VNE objectives
Recently, VNE has acquired importance in two fields: Green
Networking and Security.
1) Green Networking: Resource consolidation (several virtual instances in one physical resource), will be an enabler
for energy savings in future infrastructure networks. Currently,
some green strategies to allocate resources in cloud computing
environments have been proposed. In [113], Chang and Wu
propose an heuristic approach that seeks for the minimization
of the computing and communications power of applications
instantiated in a cloud substrate. In [114], Yang et al. propose
a Green Power Management (GPM) to perform the virtual
machine migration in cloud environments thanks to a dynamic
resource allocation that seeks the ideal load balancing amongst
virtual machines.
In network virtualization environments, if the VNE main
goal changes to the minimization of the energy consumption, the SN can be dynamically dimensioned for current
traffic demand rather than for peak demand. Due to power
consumption insensitiveness of current network equipment to
traffic load [115], the best approach to minimize the energy
consumption is to switch off or hibernate as many networking
resources (nodes and links) as possible without compromising
the network performance. The energy-aware dynamic VNE
should be performed during low traffic demand periods, when
some routers and interfaces can be switched off by rerouting
the traffic to a smaller set of consolidated network equipment,
as shown in Fig. 9. Due to limited resource capacities, this
sometimes leads to longer substrate paths between entities,
which not only has side-effects to communication delays but
also increases embedding costs. So in general, there is a
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trade-off between these objectives which should be taken into
account.
The first approach proposed in this area is called Energy
Aware VNE (VNE-EA) [43] and its main goal is to minimize
the switched on nodes and links after a VNR is mapped.
However, VNE-EA uses exact ILP and just provides an
optimal bound to evaluate future heuristic based algorithms.
Furthermore, networking resources are assumed to be homogeneous with regard to their energy consumption which is not
a realistic assumption. The study also concludes that, as VN
traffic load increases, the solution saves energy but at high
costs in terms of acceptance ratio.
Future research could be focused on the provision of heuristic energy-aware strategies that find near-optimal solutions
within reasonable time. It is important also to avoid rejecting
VNRs when shifting to more energy efficient VNE solutions.
Besides, topology and load dependence are also non-negligible
aspects in energy consumption. Current ISPs topologies are hierarchical with many network elements consuming low energy
amounts at the bottom and few network elements consuming
higher amounts in the top. The recent development of green
ICT equipment [116] - where the energy consumption depends
on the load - can also be subject of future research in energyaware VNE.
2) Security: In a virtualized future Internet, VNOs are
envisioned to rent infrastructure via VNPs from InPs, as
indicated in Section I. Virtual networks can be hosted on the
hardware of multiple different InPs. At the same time, one InP
can host networks from multiple VNPs/VNOs. As such, there
will be security requirements on the one hand by the VNOs,
and on the other hand by the InPs. Both parties have an interest
to protect their respective assets (i.e. nodes and links – either
physical or virtual).
In such an environment, the different stakeholders each have
their own security requirements. A VNO is interested in having
his network hosted on hardware that can offer a sufficient level
of security. On the other hand, an InP will want to ensure
that virtual networks are properly secured and do not run
havoc on his equipment. Finally, different VNOs may distrust
one another and require that their virtual infrastructure is not
cohosted on the same physical equipment in order to minimize
the risk of cross-virtualization attacks.
This issue can not simply be solved by installing additional
software in either the virtual or the physical nodes. Instead, it
is necessary to avoid mappings that will increase risk for one
of the stakeholders. Thus, there is a need for security-aware
VNE algorithms. A security-aware VNE algorithm will have to
take these requirements into account, trying to minimize risk
exposure for all involved stakeholders. As such, it is necessary
to allow VNOs and InPs to express their security needs. A
VNE algorithm should then try to match those requirements
as closely as possible [117].
C. VNE environments
The maturity of network virtualization is a motivating factor
for its application in specific network environments. For this
reason, VNE strategies are migrating from theoretical to real
scenarios trying to deal with their specific constraints.

1) Wireless networks: Wireless networks have become one
of the main type of access technologies nowadays, and virtualization is expected to be applied in wireless scenarios as well.
Wireless links have broadcast nature and, consequently, the
main distinctive feature of wireless network virtualization is
how to virtualize links. Up to know, there has been some work
on link virtualization based on time-division multiplexing
(TDM) [118], [119], frequency-division multiplexing [120]
and space division multiplexing [121], [122].
The main challenge to overcome in VNE for wireless
network comes from the broadcast nature of wireless links
that may cause interference with other wireless links [123].
Recently, some approaches dealing with VNE in wireless
environments have been proposed. An approach to solve
VNE in TDM-based wireless virtualization environments was
proposed in [64], [65], here the authors introduce the feasibility
checking to examine whether an embedding solution is feasible
(not easy in wireless environments due to interference) and
embedding performance to provide a measure on how good
an embedding solution is. The approach, however, does not
consider the time-varying conditions that could strongly affect
the embedding performance.
VNE solutions for FDM-based virtualization has been recently provided in [73], [108], [99]. The approach in [73]
introduces VNE for wireless network testbeds based on FDM
link virtualization, while in [108], [99], the authors introduce
VNE for wireless mesh networks (WMNs).
As can be noted, until now, VNE in space division
multiplexing-based wireless virtualization environments remains unexplored. Besides, existing approaches miss some
paramount characteristics of wireless environments that should
be subject of future work, namely:
•

•

Mobility: One of the main features of wireless network
environments, is the mobility of their nodes. As a consequence, VNE dynamic approaches that consider nodes’
mobility as a trigger for mapping reconfiguration could
be incorporated to current proposals.
Distribution: Some wireless network environments are
characterized by the lack of a centralized management
entity, e.g. ad-hoc networks. Therefore, distributed VNE
approaches in wireless networks deserve more interest in
the near future.

2) Optical networks: The concept of virtual optical networks (VONs) is introduced in [61], in turn, virtual optical
network mapping is proposed. The VNE problem in optical
environments is defined as the maximization of the number of
mapped VONs from the demand set given the limited capacity
of the optical SN. Two different variants of the problem are
proposed:
•

•

Transparent optical mapping: In this variant of the problem, optically transparent end-to-end services are provisioned over the VON. Transparent services mean that the
optical VN is not assumed to have electronic termination
capabilities in nodes. Therefore, the VON must allocate
the same set of wavelengths for every virtual link.
Opaque optical mapping: This variant assumes electronic
capabilities in the optical VN, so that it is not necessary
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to allocate the same set of wavelengths for each virtual
link thanks to the Optical-Electrical-Optical (OEO) conversion.
The problem is formulated and solved with ILP techniques.
To reach feasible running times for larger scenarios, a metaheuristic based on GRASP [124] is also proposed.
Another VNE approach in the optical domain is presented
in [78]. Here, Abedifar and Eshghi propose a VLiM approach
that routes the virtual links on the physical infrastructure and
assigns the available wavelengths to the resulting light paths
trying to minimize the used wavelenghts per physical link.
These are the first approaches in the optical networks field.
However, they open some questions, e.g. how to include
the effect of Physical Layer Impairment (PLI) degradations
in the optical VNE feasibility, especially in larger networks
scenarios.
VI. C ONCLUSION
Virtual Network Embedding is a central problem to be
solved when networks are virtualized. Optimizing the embedding of multiple virtual networks on one substrate network
is computationally difficult for a number of important metrics. Multiple algorithms approaching this problem have been
discussed in the literature, so far.
This paper presented a survey of current work in this area.
A formal description of the VNE problem was provided. A
categorization of VNE algorithms along three distinct dimensions (static vs. dynamic, centralized vs. distributed, concise
vs. redundant) was developed. A list of optimization metrics
was presented. A number of algorithmical approaches to the
VNE problem was discussed. Finally, this information was
used to create a taxonomy of VNE algorithms proposed in the
literature.
There are a number of opportunities for future work in
this area. It is to be noted, that the category of distributed
VNE algorithms has received only sparse attention, so far. This
provides an excellent point for future work, in particular since
centralized algorithms will always be prone to the criticism of
having a single-point of failure. Moreover, there are also novel
directions of VNE research like energy-efficiency or security
which have also been largely neglected by the scientific community up to now. New work in this area will have to define
appropriate new metrics for the VNE problem and develop
algorithms that will optimize according to energy-saving or
security-enhancing goals. The application of virtualization
to real networking environments, e.g. wireless networks, is
currently being studied by the scientific community. The
definition of algorithms that study the VNE problem with
a focus on environment-based constraints is also an exciting
branch for future research.
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